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Introducing the PrecisionHone

 
Developed by delapena` s expert engineers, this 
machine joins our suite of electronically  
controlled state-of-the-art honing machines.

The PrecisionHone with wide ranging capacity 
to hone parts from small scale to heavy  
components, with a diameter range of  
1.14mm to 80mm* and a tolerance accuracy  
to 0.001mm, with a sub-micron adjustment. 

The PrecisionHone delivers precision control, 
advanced intelligent honing software, accurate 
operational efficiency all combines giving you 
and excellent return on your investment.

flagship/advanced/accurate

“The value offered by our new PrecisionHone 
is best measured by the precise tolerances 
achieved, its versatility in application, the  
extended tool life it supports and the reduction 
in cost per part when competitively evaluated” 

Martin Elliott, Managing Director

www.delapena.co.uk
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Features & benefits 

With a diameter range from 1.14m to 80mm  
and a stroke length of up to 500mm the  
PrecisionHone is honing at its most versatile.

Programs stored for later recall facilitating  
minimum set up time for repeat work.

With fully interlocking safety enclosure the  
PrecisionHone is both operator friendly and 
health & safety compliant.

 Fully adjustable Spindle speed

 Adjustable stroking speed from 0.1 -25m/min

 Incremental feed adjustment from 0.1 – 30   
 micron/second

 Touchscreen conversational programming

 Two stage programming allows discreet  
 cutting data for stock removal and/or finishing

 Fully programmable short stroking for blind/  
 misshapen bores

 Flexible fixturing & table layout – XY & rotary   
 options available on request
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Technical specification

Capacity and stroke

Diameter range 1.14mm – 80mm 
Maximum stroke  - 500mm 
Stroking motor speed – Fully adjustable 0.1 – 25m/min 
Stroking movement – Precision recirculation ball screw 
Short stroking – Fully adjustable length and frequency 
Short stroke override – Manual

Spindle Drive and Stone Expansion

Spindle speed Fully adjustable 200 - 3000 RPM 
Spindle motor power 3.75 kW 
Braking Dynamic braking resistor  
Feed type Programmable 
Feed rate Fully adjustable 0.1 – 30 micron/second Two programmable  
    speeds for each cycle and timer 
Incremental feed 0.1 - 10-micron increments 
Feed movement Precision ball screw 
Stone pressure Variable maximum 1000N 
Wedge retraction Programmable 
Wedge retraction speed Programmable

Electrical Equipment

Conformity CAUK/CE approved. Conforms  
   to BSEN60204 and BS7671 
Motor protection category IP54 
Standard electrical supply 380 – 415V,3  
   Phase, 50Hz 
Control voltage 24VDC

Controller

Type -  Siemens 

Honing Fluid Filtration 

System  - External filtration system  
(Specified by customer) 

Colour 

Standard White RAL 9002 

Weight 

Net 3200kg 
Gross 3400kg 

Machine Dimensions 

1800mm (W) x 1850mm (D) x 2800mm (H)
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Much of our honing knowledge and
best practices are baked into the
iHone system, included are on-screen

enabling fast setup of repeat work
maximising productivity.

help pages enabling the operator
to diagnose geometry and finish
issues on the machine. The controller
allows for extensive program storage
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flagship/advanced/accurate

Our flagship machine, the PrecisionHone is a vertical
honing machine for production honing of small parts.
Accurate and packed with features, for large batch
work and tight tolerances the PrecisionHone is the
machine of choice. Now featuring our iHone technology;
enabling ease of use and fast set up.

PrecisionHone

Our range of honing machines are
user-friendly and versatile, producing
consistently high-quality results. delapena
honing machines feature control systems
that allow for easy setup and storage of
programs, with our iHone software making
this easier than ever before on our range of
new flagship machines.

delapena honing machines can be found in
businesses all over the world. We provide
comprehensive support, training, and
guidance throughout commissioning and
beyond.

ForceHone

rapid/powerful/robust

The ForceHone is
SpeedHone, featuring faster drives

increased productivity gains.

theto

formotorspowerful
and more

and

the big brother

small to medium parts
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PowerHone

precise/efficient/versatile

The PowerHone E is a vertical honing  
machine for large and heavy components  
in small to medium size batches and  
prototypes. Sturdy machine design,  
accurate and repeatable stoking movement.
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